Abstract. The technical state of vehicle equipment is the base of operate, manage and support. This paper researches its technical state cluster, which is based on AIC (Akaike's information criterion). The conclusion shows that AIC is reliable and concise to the technical attributes of vehicle equipment.
Introduction
The technical evaluation of Vehicle Equipment is the base to operate, manage and support. The technology cluster is an important content during assessment [1] [2] [3] . Some authors proposes cluster methods, but those methods is not enough [4] [5] [6] [7] . This paper gives the cluster method which is based on AIC (Akaike's information criterion).
Cluster Analysis

Two-step Cluster
Cluster analysis is to classify something by quantity, and is a method which comprised with numerical taxonomy and multi-variables statistics. Although it is not enough well, it can be easy to be used. So it is a data tool to explore. Two-step is a new Hierarchical Algorithm. It is widely used. During cluster, the cluster number is vital. Nowadays, there are two criterions, BIC(Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion) and AIC (Akaike's information criterion) [8] [9] . The AIC is adopted in this paper. 
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Analysis Process
Select vehicle equipments 102, which is marked with training vehicles and for training vehicle. There are 6 attributes with them, v1(operation marking), v2(vehicle body hours), v3(vehicle body kilometers), v4(motor hours), v5(logistical hours per year), v7(training hours per year).
Analyzed by SPSS software [10] , The Table 1 is the auto-clustering from 15 to 1. It can be obtained that when AIC is 185.855, which is the minimum, the number of clusters is perfect. Considered the professional knowledge, when the cluster number is 2, AIC is 231.414. The former conclusion can be admitted. Each cluster can be described by statistical indexes from Table 2 . Table 2 . Each cluster centroids.
The frequency of each cluster is in Table 3 . It shows that all training vehicles are included in cluser2, and all the logical vehicles are in cluer1. The conclusion is that the vehicle operation is valid and obvious.
Each variable has various contributions during cluster. Figure1 shows the status by t test. In cluster1, except v4, the other variables have obvious function and the v5 is the most in Fig.1 (a) ; In cluster2, all variables have work, but the v4 is the most Fig.1 (b) . 
Conclusion
This paper determines the cluster number by AIC, but the professional knowledge is also considered. Its advantage is helpful to study the variables contribution.
